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A Measurement Ontology Generalizable for Emerging
Domain Applications on the Semantic Web

Abstract
This paper introduces a measurement ontology for applications to semantic Web applications,
specifically for emerging domains such as microarray analysis. The semantic Web is the nextgeneration Web of structured data that are automatically shared by software agents, which apply
definitions and constraints organized in ontologies to correctly process data from disparate
sources. One facet needed to develop semantic Web ontologies of emerging domains is creating
ontologies of concepts that are common to these domains. These general, “common-sense”
ontologies can be used as building blocks to develop more domain-specific ontologies. However
most measurement ontologies concentrate on representing units of measurement and quantities,
and not on other measurement concepts such as sampling, mean values, and evaluations of
quality based on measurements. In this paper, we elaborate on a measurement ontology that
represents all these concepts. We present the generality of the ontology, and describe how it is
developed, used for analysis and validated.
Keywords: Semantic Web, Ontology, Measurement, Quality Control, Microarray analysis,
Ontological Engineering, Quality of Service (QoS).
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INTRODUCTION
According to Tim Berners-Lee, whom many attribute as the inventor of the WWW, the Web will
evolve into the semantic Web, which relies upon using machine processable domain knowledge
represented in ontologies to execute and compose automated Web services (Berners-Lee,
Hendler, & Lassila, 2001; Chen, Zhou, & Zhang, 2006). An ontology is a data model that
“consists of a representational vocabulary with precise definitions of the meanings of the terms
of this vocabulary plus a set of formal axioms that constrain interpretation and well-formed use
of these terms” (Campbell & Shapiro, 1995). Ontology use ensures that data instances are so
precisely defined and constrained that the instances can be processed automatically and
accurately by Web-based computer programs, or software agents. Berners-Lee’s vision of the
semantic Web is that “many software agents, accessing data instances and applying ontologies to
the instances, execute Web services in concert, where agents, data instances, and ontologies are
distributed all over the Web.”
Ontologies for the semantic Web represent an emerging method for modeling the semantics
required to interpret data. In a similar vein, applications such as genomics and GIS’s represent
emerging domains represented for semantic modeling. There exist semantic Web ontologies for
traditional applications in computer science, and business (Davies, Duke, & Stonkus, 2002; F.
L. Gandon & Sadeh, 2004; Klischewski & Jeenicke, 2004). There are also emerging domains
modeled using traditional semantics modeling techniques (Khatri, Ram, & Snodgrass, 2004;
Ram & Wei, 2004). There are even some ontologies of emerging domains such as
representations of the Gene Ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000; Wroe, Stevens, Goble, &
Ashburner, 2003) and a bioinformatics ontology (Stevens, Goble, Horrocks, & Bechhofer, 2002),
which are represented in the de facto semantic Web ontology language, OWL (McGuinness &
van Harmelen, 2003), or its predecessor, DAML+OIL (Bechhofer, Goble, & Horrocks, 2001).
Although one of the goals of ontology development is a generalization of terms in an application,
it is possible to make intelligent choices when several ontologies are available for the same
domain (Lozano-Tello & Gomez-Perez, 2004).
When contemplating the development of ontologies of any domain, it is instructive to state the
following informal definition: “an ontology is an explicit representation of shared
understanding” (T. R. Gruber, 1993). Gruber also outlines the conundrum of ontological
commitment: the more one commits to represent a given domain in an ontology to make data
more sharable for software applications closely associated with that domain’s needs, the less
sharable the data becomes for other applications. For example, commitments made to develop a
gene ontology useful for genomics applications render the ontology to be less likely to be used to
share medical records data. Yet data sharing between genomics and patient care applications is
critical in many situations. The remedy to this seeming conundrum is to identify general
concepts that cut across many domains—the domains’ “common-sense”—and collect them in a
common-sense ontology (Lenat, 1995; Milton & Kazmierczak, 2004). This ontology is
separated from more domain-specific ones. In fact, terms in several domain-specific ontologies
can be defined using terms from a common general ontology. For example, a molecular
biological ontology may provide building block representations for a biomedical ontology,
which in turn underpins both gene and health care ontologies. The general ontologies also
underlie an ontology of a different perspective—that of costing (M.S. Fox & Gruninger, 1998).
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Arguably the ontologies of emerging domains, to be discussed below, make ontological
commitments to their respective domains. It is prudent to ask, however, what are the commonsense ontologies that underlie these emerging domains? Can their representations serve as
building blocks to define semantic Web ontologies of different emerging domains? The
attributes shared among common emerging domains, which sets them apart from traditional
business and computer science domains, is their grounding in the physical sciences. The
common-sense of emerging domains is the common-sense of our physical world. There are
common-sense models of time (Allen, 1983), space (Retz-Schmidt, 1988), causality (Reiger &
Grinberg, 1977), and physics (Hayes, 1985; Kuipers, 1986). So how do traditional and
emerging domains differ? We set our sights on the life sciences, since it is here that the most
significant number of emerging technologies have taken place.
The life sciences have relied on the so-called scientific method—discovery through a process of
observation, hypothesis formulation and data generation. In these traditional domains, data play
an ancillary role to the hypotheses (these domains are often referred to as “hypothesis driven”).
For example, a scientist believes that two particular genes might have some kind of relationship
in some stage of larval development in a D. melanogaster. Experiments are then conducted to
validate this conjecture. The data are generally interesting only in the context of this experiment.
There are long standing traditional as well as practical reasons (Attie, 2003) why data is put into
this ancillary role, and we only present a few here: they need not be present during the
observation and hypothesis formulation phases of discovery; furthermore, a surplus of data does
usually little to enhance this process of discovery; data are often prohibitively expensive to
produce or gather once, let alone many times. Emerging domains (Ronco, Grossel, Zimmer, &
Socash, 2003), like bioinformatics (and particular areas of focus, for example, genomics,
proteomics, metabolomics) through a direct consequence of recent and rapid advancements in
technology, have taken the scientific method and made it, in a sense, stand on its head. There are
also domains where data are generated and discoveries made without any preceding hypothesis
(Attie, 2003) and are often referred to as “technologically driven”. Technology in this case
typically refers to high-throughput gene product data where tens of thousands of interactions are
measured in unison. To motivate our paper, we will focus on microarrays (Duggan, Chen,
Meltzer, & Trent, 1999; Mount, 2004), the most well-known and ubiquitous of the
technologically driven data tools. Numerous challenges are faced by these emerging
disciplines. One critical problem is data quality—many of the high throughput techniques,
microarrays included, suffer from a great deal of noise (Lesk, 2005). Furthermore, no formal
ANSI standards exist for managing these data systematically though some informal standards
have emerged. One such standard is the MIAME format for microarrays (Duggan, Chen,
Meltzer, & Trent, 1999; Mount, 2004), though this format does not include quality control
information. So, handling data quality is made even more difficult and can be cast into a more
general framework of measurement.
There is the abstract and mathematical field of measurement theory (Roberts, 1979),which serves
as a valuable reference for those works that represent measurement concepts in an ontology.
Whether stated in formal data models (Goh, Bressan, Madnick, & Siegel, 1999; Novak, 1995),
or as computational ontologies (Thomas R. Gruber & Olsen, 1994), works that can be considered
ontologies of measurement are predominantly concerned with units of measurement, specifically
using the ontology to accurately convert from one unit of measure to another. This holds for
semantic Web measurement ontologies for traditional domains; some examples are the
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measurement ontologies for KSL (Fikes & Farquhar, 1999), SHOE (Heflin, 2000), Cyc® (Lenat,
1995), SUMO (Pease & Niles, 2002) and GNU (Nozick, Turnquist, Jones, Davis, & Lawton,
2004) projects. The same can be said for emerging domains, and examples include the
measurement units represented in SEEK (ecology) (Bowers & Ludäscher, 2004), MGED
(genomics) (Stoeckert Jr. & Parkinson, 2004), and PharmGKb (pharmacology) (Hewett et al.,
2002) ontologies.
Measurement theory is certainly more than just measurement unit conversions and quantities.
Therefore, regardless of whether it is for traditional or emerging domains, or whether it is for the
semantic Web or closed networks, there is a definite research opportunity in developing an
ontology that represents additional measurement common-sense. With such an ontology in tow,
developers of semantic Web ontologies of emerging domains as diverse as biology and
geography have a reference for ensuring that important and subtle measurement concepts are
diligently represented in their ontologies and not ignored. Ecolingua is an ontology for modeling
ecological metadata (Brilhante & Robertson, 2001) and represents the important measurement
notion of sampling. What is needed is a measurement ontology that, like Ecolingua, can be used
for developing semantic Web ontologies of emerging domains, but represents even more.
We believe that the TOVE Measurement Ontology (Mark S. Fox, 1992) is one of the most
extensive ontologies for enterprise modeling (Noy & Hafner, 1997). This paper elaborates on
what had previously been written about this measurement ontology. We first provide two
scenarios for ontology use: one for the emerging domain of genomics using microarrays and the
other for the traditional domain of enterprise applications. We then present a demonstration of
how the ontology can be used for this scenario. The demonstration has two parallel audiences.
We show how the ontology can be used by a scientist who is working in one of these emerging
domains, e.g., a bioinformatician who seeks to discover significant gene-gene interactions in the
presence of noise, missing data, and conflicting data. We further demonstrate that this can
transparently be cast in terms of an enterprise domain. We present arguments on generalizablity
of the ontology. Finally, we make concluding remarks and state our intentions for future work.

MEASUREMENT ONTOLOGY
Finkelstein (1984) defines measurement as the process by which numbers or symbols are
assigned to attributes of entities in the real world in such a way as to describe them according to
clearly defined rules. In a philosophical discussion of an ontology of measurement units, Mars
(1993) summarizes the modern axiomatic treatment of the theory of mathematics (Massey, 1971;
Narens, 1985) as the problem of finding an axiomatic introduction of a function φ that assigns a
numerical value to an object. Axioms of 1) ordering (a>b ↔ φ(a)≥φ(b), where > denotes an
empirical ordering of objects), and 2) extension (φ(a)+φ(b) = φ(a•b), where • denotes an
empirical combination of two objects) are central. These axioms are formal and sharable, since
they are expressed in mathematics, and represent fundamental measurement concepts. Fenton
(1994) relates measurement as fundamental for ensuring software quality, and gives practical
guidance in delineating the fundamentals of measurement into “what is measurement” (e.g.
types: direct vs. indirect) and “issues for measurement” (e.g. which type of attributes can and
cannot be measured, and on what kinds of scales). We synthesize these concepts using the
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motivation of a real-life enterprise application to transform abstract concepts to explicit ontology
terms, definitions, and constraints.
A graphical overview of the ontology development steps in the methodology that Gruninger and
Fox (1995) used to engineer the TOVE Measurement Ontology representations is shown in
Figure 1. These steps involve (i) developing a motivating scenario, (ii) designing informal
competency questions to capture the scenario, (iii) formalizing them to more formal competency
questions, and (iv) logically deducing the competency questions as a demonstration of
competency.
1 Motivating Scenario
3 Ontology
Narrative about a company

Terminology
X

Q:

2

A
A2

A1

Competency
Questions

B
B1

B2

Data model of a domain

Axioms

The questions that an
ontology should be used
to answer.

∀ A1 ∀Α2∀ Y { A1 ∧ Α2 ⊃ Y }.

Specify capability of
ontology to support
problem-solving tasks

Formalizations that define
and constrain the data model

Prolog
populated
enterprise
model

A:

Demonstration of Competency

4 Evaluation of Ontology

Figure 1. TOVE Ontological Engineering Methodology
A Motivating Scenario is a detailed narrative about a specific enterprise, where emphasis is
placed on problems or tasks it faces. When the scenario is analyzed, enterprise-independent,
generic concepts are abstracted to state Informal Competency Questions in natural language that
bind the query capability or competency of the ontology. Terms with which such queries can be
composed comprise the Terminology or data model of the ontology. Queries re-stated using the
terminology and restrictive syntax of the ontology are called Formal Competency Questions.
Answers to these questions can be logically deduced if Axioms that define and constrain the
terminology are developed as restrictive semantics. These deductions constitute a Demonstration
of Competency.
This methodology, which has posing and answering of informal and formal competency
questions as its basis, is arguably the most popular ontology development methodology.
According to a search via Google Scholar™ (www.scholar,google.com) in July 2005, Uschold
and Gruninger’s (1996) paper on ontological engineering is the fifth most cited paper on
computational ontologies, and by far the most popular paper on ontology development
methodology. This methodology has been applied to develop ontologies for fields as diverse as
knowledge management (F. Gandon, 2001; Kim, 2002), bioinformatics (Stevens, Goble, &
Bechhofer, 2000) and transportation engineering (Schlenoff, Balakirsky, Uschold, Provine, &
Smith, 2003). These examples provide ample evidence that the methodology used to develop the
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measurement ontology can be used to develop ontologies of a wide variety of domains beyond
enterprise modeling, the domain from which the ontology originates.
Motivating Scenario 1 – Gene Expression Microarrays
Functional genomics is the study of gene function and their respective relationships among each
other. A multitude of perspectives exist as to the kinds of relationships—phenotypic expression,
protein-protein interaction, but microarrays measuring gene expression levels are most
commonly used. A number of promising and potential discoveries in functional genomics can be
made that include drug discovery, biomarker determination, and biodiversity. We will present a
high level description of microarrays, though a detailed description can be found in Mount
(2004).
To identify the primary concepts for the measurement aspects of microarrays, we consider some
of the details of microarray analysis:
Microarrays measure levels of associated substrate: one chemical species is fixed to a medium—a slide—
and collections of other chemical species, that are fluorescently labeled, are brought into contact with the
first. Those most strongly attracted adhere—called hybridization—and are then examined to provide
some kind of degree of affinity by measuring the light intensities. Controls are added to give baseline
indications of affinity and trials are repeated to help establish the quality of results. Recent technological
advances have made it possible to measure thousands of these relationships on a single slide.

Figure 2. This graph depicts gene/gene relationships that have been experimentally
determined (blue lines—thickness is strength). The two orange circles are uncharacterized
genes. The small red shapes are further annotations of information to help the emerging
domain scientist explore possible characterizations of the two uncharacterized ones.
The key concept (C-1) abstracted from this excerpt is the following:
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C-1

There must be a systematic way of describing how a particular physical
characteristic is to be measured and this description must be used to meet the
quality expectations of the scientists.

To obtain the next concept, we now consider some of the activities that are involved in
microarray analysis.
There are a number of standard activities that take place when conducting microarray experiments. The
substrates must be decided upon and procured, then fixed to the slides. The possible other substrates
must be prepared by fluorescent labeling before hybridization. After exposure the slides must be washed
of unbound substrates and then scanned and intensities displayed numerically.

The concept that can be derived from the above excerpt is the following:
C-2

Quality assessment is made through a system of activities, which perform
measurement; this is a view of measurement as an activity.

Finally, we consider the decision process using the measurements:
Used cleverly, many kinds of relationships can be discovered. For example, given a set of genes, we may
want to decide if significant interactions exist among them. In the case of functional genomics, genegene interactions can be indirectly observed by measuring the amounts of RNA that bind to DNA
fragments. Gene expression can be identified with one of four states: up-regulated (enhanced
production), equally expressed, no observable change, and down-regulated (inhibited production).
Historically, green, black, yellow, and red have been used, respectively, with these four states where
various intermediary colors represent a degree of mixing of these states. The final product then is a slide
of a rectangular collection of tiny dots of color. These dots of color are actually of ratio of probes
labeled with two fluorophores, commonly cyanine 3 (Cy3) peak absorption at 550 nm and emission at
570 nm and cyanine 5 (Cy5) with peak absorption at 649 and emission at 670 nm. The ratio is
Cy5:Cy3, where equal intensities of both shows yellow, Cy5 > Cy3 shows red, Cy5 < Cy3 shows green,
and black means neither is expressed. Microarrays are subject to numerous statistical variations brought
about not only by the complex nature of the technology itself, but also by the sheer number of things
being measured. To compare multiple runs values must be further processed by, for example,
normalization and include dimensions of time, light intensity, treatments, etc. To be at all useful, the
quality of output must be well-known. Several methods are applied for improving quality, including
sampling and repeated measurement of the same cell (repeat runs).

The concept embedded in the decision making process can be simply stated as:
C-3

Every quality assessment is a decision that begins with a value of measurement at
a given point in time.

Motivating Scenario 2 – BHP Steel
To show the applicability of the concepts, we take an alternative scenario from a more traditional
standpoint of enterprise measurement.
BHP Steel is an industrial collaborator for TOVE Measurement Ontology development. The
following excerpt describes its losses with respect to cost, time, and revenue when products of
unacceptable quality (called non-prime products) are produced.
As raw materials are transformed by the different production units of BHP Steel’s supply chain, nonprime products may be produced. These are the products whose physical properties do not satisfy
necessary tolerance specifications. Non-prime products lead to lost revenue due to re-grading and
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scrapping, increased costs due to additional rework, carrying of excess inventory to meet delivery
promises, and increased variability of leadtime performance.

The same key concept (C-1) can be abstracted from this excerpt:
C-1
There must be a systematic way of describing how a particular physical
characteristic is to be measured and this description must be used to meet the
customer expectations of quality.
The next excerpt describes BHP Steel’s need to understand and improve its inspection processes,
the collection of activities that assesses whether a product is non-prime.
If the products are consistently found to be non-prime, this is an indication that there is something faulty
in the production unit. A cause for this occurrence is suspected to be an inadequate inspection processes.
C-2

Quality assessment is made through a system of activities, which perform
measurement.

The following excerpt specifies what is entailed in determining a product as non-prime.
Especially when the product is shipped to the customer, it is essential that the product satisfy the
tolerance specifications of the customer. Therefore, the product’s physical characteristics are measured,
compared against tolerance specifications and a decision about whether the product is non-prime is made.
C-3

Every quality assessment uses a decision process that begins with a value of
measurement at a given point in time.

Informal Competency Questions
Not only are the informal competency questions developed to elaborate concepts, they are also
designed from the findings of the measurement models’ review.
Measurement Description System. To elaborate C-1, the transformation of the relationship
between an entity and its attributes into the more tractable domain of term, numbers, and
operators must be modeled (Grady, 1993). The following then are informal competency
questions (e.g. ICQ-1) about requirements:
ICQ-1
Is this a quality requirement?
ICQ-2
What are the physical characteristics that are measured?
In measuring physical characteristics, one important aspect is sampling, which occurs when a
subset of a population of an evaluated entity is measured, rather than the whole (Scheaffer &
McClave, 1982). The following are some questions for representing sampling.
ICQ-3
Is every entity that is produced measured?
ICQ-4
If the product is a batch, is a sample taken from that batch and measured?
ICQ-5
If a sample is taken and measured, is the value for the measurement some
aggregate (e.g. average) of the measurement upon individual units of that sample?
ICQ-6
Or, is the value of the measurement a measure of whether or not individual units
of the sample passed or failed a certain threshold (e.g. does the sample in well 34
show up-regulation)?
ICQ-7
What ought to be the measured value; that is, what is the expected value for that
physical characteristic?
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ICQ-8
ICQ-9

What are the tolerance specifications for a physical characteristic that is
measured?
What is the unit of measurement for a physical characteristic of an entity?

Measurement Activities. In order to elaborate C-2, the following questions about measurement
and inspection can be asked.
ICQ-10
Is this an activity that performs measurement?
ICQ-11
Is this an inspection activity?
Measurement Points. In order to elaborate C-3, the elemental piece of information needed to
make a quality assessment can be represented as the value of a measurement taken at a point in
time. Following are questions about quality that build on this.
ICQ-12
What is the measured value for a physical characteristic at a given point in time?
ICQ-13
What are the measured values for a physical characteristic during a given period
of time?
ICQ-14
Is an entity of “good” quality at a given point in time?
ICQ-15
Is an entity of “bad” quality at a given point in time?
ICQ-16
Is an entity of conforming quality over a given period of time?
The terminology with which these questions can be more formally posed is developed next.
Terminology & Formal Competency Questions
TOVE Core Ontologies. TOVE Measurement Ontology terms are defined with propositions (or
Boolean terms) from the TOVE Core Ontologies, which are founded upon a first-order language
for representing dynamically changing worlds. This first-order language is called the situation
calculus (McCarthy & Hayes, 1969). In situation calculus, each perturbation to the modeled
world changes the world from one situation <s> to another. If the truth value of a term, which
describes an entity in this world or a relationship between entities, varies from situation to
situation, then the term is a fluent <f>. A fluent holds in a given situation, iff the term is true in
that situation. A fluent occurs in a given time period <T>, if for all situations which occur during
that period, the fluent holds. Note that unless otherwise stated, all predicates of the ontology are
fluents, e.g. the predicate presented as organization_agent(Oa) is actually expressed in the
ontology as holds(organization_agent(Oa),s). Also, a variable or parameter of a term is denoted
within <> brackets when the term is defined. <R> denotes that ‘R’ is one of the variables of the
term resource, e.g. if R=‘chair’ for the expression resource(R) then this is read as ‘a chair is a
resource.’
Core-1
Core-2

holds(f,s)
occursT(f,T)

Fluent f is true (i.e., holds) in situation s
Fluent f occurs in time period T

An agent constraint is a special fluent representing a constraint upon an organization agent that
must be satisfied in order for that agent to achieve some goal.
Core-3

organization_agent(Oa)

Oa is an organization_agent
10

<Oa> an individual or group of individuals
Core-4

agent_constraint(A,c(X))

holds(agent_constraint(Oa,c(X)),s) ↔ Φ(Oa,X,s).
<s> a given situation
<Oa> an organization agent which seeks to achieve a goal in situation s
<X> entities that must be represented in order to represent the constraints on Oa; X is a vector with
none, one, or more entities
<c(X)> predicate name for the agent constraint
<Φ(Oa,X,s)> a first-order logic expression for the constraint described as c(X)
Core-5

<C>

organizational_constraint(C)
unique identifier for each instance of c(X)

Some agent constraints refer to use of resource <R>—a conceptual or prototypical entity such as
arm assembly—and tru (traceable resource unit) <Rt>—a physical set of individual units of a
resource, such as ‘lot#123 of arm assemblies’ (Kim, Fox, & Grüninger, 1999), or a microarray
assay plate or reagents. An activity <A> may consume trus of one resource to produce trus of
another resource, and may use trus of yet another resource; if a tru is used, individual units of the
resource that comprise it are not consumed so they are available for use after an activity’s
execution. Activities can be hierarchically modeled as comprised of subactivities <Ao>; a
primitive activity has no sub-activities. Core-12 can be interpreted as “consume resource or tru.”
This interpretation also holds for “produce” and “use.”
Core-6
resource(R)
R is a resource
Core-7
tru(Rt)
Rt is a traceable resource unit
Core-8
has_tru(R,Rt)
Rt is an individual unit within R
Core-9
activity(A)
A is an activity
Core-10 primitive_activity(A) A is a primitive activity
Core-11 has_subactivity(A,Ao) Ao is a subactivity in activity A
Core-12 consume_res_tru(A,Rt); consume_res_tru(A,R)
Core-13 produce_res_tru(A,Rt); produce_res_tru(A,R)
Core-14 use_res_tru(A,Rt); use_res_tru(A,R)
The time duration <T> within which an activity <A> is performed can be represented as a
sequential list of discrete time points <Tp>.
Core-15 activity_duration(A,T)
Activity A is performed within time T
Core-16 has_point(T,Tp)
Tp is a time point in T
Finally, general object-oriented constructs are represented as follows:
Core-17 has_subclass(X,Xo)
Class X has a subclass Xo
Core-18 has_attribute(X,Ch)
X has an attribute Ch
Core-19 has_attribute_value(X,Ch,V) Attribute Ch of Object X has value V
<X> an object
<Xo> a subclass of X
<Ch> an attribute of X
<V> value of Atr for X

Measurement Description System. A quality requirement <Qr> specifies physical
characteristics <Ch> of a resource—e.g. “the number of genes examined or the number of probes
11

used per gene”—that has a bearing on quality, as well as constraints that define acceptable
quality. A measured attribute <At> of a sample of a tru—e.g. “average light intensity and
color”—is the explicit, exact descriptor of what is measured. So, the following are used to
formally express ICQ-1 to ICQ-3.
Term-1 quality_requirement(Qr)
Qr is a quality requirement
Term-2 measured_attribute(At)
At is a measured attribute
Term-3 samples_attribute(Ch,At)
At is a measured attribute sample of Ch.
There are two additional issues regarding sampling.
- Sample size: How many individuals in a set are measured to model the characteristics of
the set?
- Sampling plan: When determining an aggregate value from the sample, does it refer
directly to the actual attribute that is physically measured or is the reference indirect?
Therefore, the following terms are used to express ICQ-4 to ICQ-6.
Term-4 has_sample_sizing(At,Sz)
Measured Attribute At has sample size Sz
Term-5 has_sampling_plan(At,Sp)
At has type of sampling plan Sp
To express ICQ-7 to ICQ-9, a standard value μ <Mu> for what the value of a measured attribute
<At> ought to be is represented, as well as a function of μ and σ2 (f(μ,σ2)) and an operator (⊗).
Unit of measurement <U> is also represented. For a measured attribute <At>, a subset
[μ−kσ2, μ+kσ2] a generic term called a specification set <SL> is represented, where elements of
this subset denote acceptable measurement values:
Term-6 has_standard_value(At,Mu)
Mu is a standard value of At
Term-7 has_specification_set(At,SL)
SL is a specification set of At
Term-8 has_unit_of_measurement(At,U)
At is measured using unit U
attribute
sample size

measured
attribute

sampling plan

Domain Values
sample
unit sample
population
unit population
attribute sampling
variable sampling

specification set
standard value
unit of
measurement

has subclass
has attribute

Figure 3. Measurement Description System Data Model
Measurement Activities. The simplest measurement action is the measurement of one measured
attribute of one tru at one point in time. When this measurement is performed using a special
resource <R> called a measuring resource, this activity <A> is a primitive measure activity. A
primitive measure activity or an aggregation of primitive measure activities is a measure activity.
An inspection and test activity is a form of a measure activity. The following terms then are used
to formally express ICQ-10 and ICQ-11.
Term-9 measuring_resource(R)
Term-10 primitive_measure(A)
Term-11 measure(A)
Term-12 inspect_and_test(A)
12

Measurement Point. To formally express ICQ-12 and ICQ-13, the result of a measurement activity
is represented using a measurement point <Mp>, relating the value of the measurement, and
concomitantly the measured attribute <At>, the time of measurement <Tp>, and tru measured
<Rt>.
Term-13 measurement_pt(Rt,At,Mp,Tp) tru Rt of Attribute At measured using
measurement point Mp at time point Tp
Term-14 conformance_pt(Q,Rt,At,Tp)
Q is a conformance/non-conformance point
Term-15 nonconformance_pt(Q,Rt,At,Tp)
with related tru Rt, attribute At at time Tp.
The following term then represents the concept that “quality is conformance to
requirements.”
Term-16 conforming_quality(X,Qr)
Using these terms, ICQ-14 to ICQ-16 are expressed. Informal competency questions are stated
formally next.
Formal Competency Questions
For brevity, only the competency questions for the measurement description system are
presented. The informal competency question is re-stated in English using the terminology
developed from the ontology, then expressed formally in First-Order Logic.
Measurement Description System.
CQ-1
Does there exist a quality requirement ‘θρ’1 in a situation ‘σ’?.
holds(quality_requirement(‘θρ’),σ).
CQ-2

Does there exist a measured attribute <At> for a tru ‘κ’ in a situation ‘σ’?

∃At [holds(tru(‘κ’),σ) ∧ holds(has_attribute(‘κ’,At),σ) ∧ holds(measured_attribute(At),σ)].
∃At [holds( tru(‘κ’) ∧ has_attribute(‘κ’,At)∧measured_attribute(At),σ)].
CQ-4

For a measured attribute ‘α’ of a tru ‘κ’ in a given situation ‘σ’, does it have a
‘unit_sample’ or ‘sample’ sample sizing plan?

holds(tru(κ),σ) ∧ holds(has_attribute(κ,α),σ) ∧ holds(measured_attribute(α),σ) ∧
( holds(has_sample_sizing(α,unit_sample),σ) ∨ holds(has_sample_sizing(α,sample),σ)).
CQ-8

For a measured attribute ‘α’ in a given situation ‘σ’, does it have a specification
set (expressed as an interval set [<T1>,<T2>] or a list [<Wi>]?

∃T1∃T2∃{Wi} [holds(measured_attribute(‘α’),σ) ∧
( holds(has_specification_set(‘α’,[T1,T2]),σ) ∨ holds(has_specification_set(α,{Wi}),σ) ) ].

Axioms
The axioms in the ontology are presented next. Once again, we only describe the axioms for the
measurement description system for lack of space.
Measurement Description System. A categorical characterization of the content of all quality
requirements is difficult; axioms about quality requirements true for all enterprises in all
industries are not likely to exist. Rather, quality requirement is stated as a primitive term (PT)—a
1

Facts or constants (as opposed to variables) expressed in competency questions are denoted in Greek letters within
single quotes.
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term that is instantiated and stated as a fact in the populated enterprise model—in the TOVE
Measurement Ontology. That is, the enterprise modeler determines that a given agent constraint
is a quality requirement and states this as a fact. All definition (Defn) axioms are ultimately
formally defined in terms of primitive terms. By applying constraint (Cons) axioms, proper use
of primitive terms is enforced. Primitive terms are populated (instantiated) as ground terms; e.g.
a fact that ‘widget’ is a resource is represented as a ground term, resource (widget), which is an
instance of the primitive term, resource(R). Measured attribute and samples attribute are also
primitive terms.
The quality of an activity is evaluated by the quality of resources associated with that activity;
and the quality of a resource (prototypical product) is gauged by the quality of trus comprised of
individual units of that resource. The following constraint axioms express this:
Cons-1 A measured attribute must be an attribute of a tru.
Cons-2 measured attribute must be sampled from an attribute of a resource
∀At∀s [ holds(measured_attribute(At),s) →
∃Atr∃R ( holds(samples_attribute(Atr,At),s) ∧
holds(has_attribute(R,Atr),s) ∧ holds(resource(R),s) ) ].
<At> measured attribute
<Atr> attribute sampled for At
<Rt> tru for which At is an attribute
<R> resource for which Atr is an attribute
<s> an extant or hypothetical situation

These axioms ensure valid answers for ICQ-2. Additional such constraints constrain the use of the
primitive terms has_sample_sizing, has_sampling_plan, has_standard_value,
has_specification_set, and has_unit_of_measurement. The following axiom ensures valid
answers for ICQ-8:
Cons-3 All measured attributes must have a specification set, and the standard value for
that measured attribute must be an element of the specification set.
∀At∀Mu∀s [holds(has_standard_value(At,Mu),s) →
∃T1∃T2(holds(has_specification_set(At,[T1,T2]),s) ∧ T1≤Mu≤T2) ∨
∃{Wi} (holds(has_specification_set(At,{Wi}),s) ∧ Mu∈{Wi}) ]

<At> a measured attribute
[<T1>,<T2>] upper and lower bounds of a specification set for a measured attribute of ratio scale
{Wi} a set of “acceptable” values for the measured attribute
<Mu> the standard value for At
<s> an extant or hypothetical situation

DEMONSTRATION OF COMPETENCY
A demonstration of competency entails using the TOVE Ontological Engineering Methodology
for the following:
- Microarray analysis: Does an ontology support problem-solving tasks for a specific
pathway—wing development in Drosophila melanogaster?
- Ontology development: Are ontology competency questions—which by design do not
refer to any specific domain—answered, thus demonstrating that the ontology can be used
to support similar problem-solving tasks for other domains?
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The first question characterizes requirements for an analyst familiar with the domain, not the
ontology’s language or representations; the second question is relevant for an engineer with
expertise in ontology-based enterprise modeling who is unfamiliar with details of the specific
domain modeled. An advisor is a user interface and access routines front-end software to an
ontology-based enterprise model. The following table lists how an advisor answers the two
different questions:
Ontology Builder View: Using
the Advisor to Evaluate
Competency of Ontology

Step
#

Bioinformatician View:
Using the Advisor to Analyze
Specific Enterprise

1

Stating facts about experimental
conditions

⇔

Representing populated enterprise
model

2

Stating explicit gene-gene
relationships

⇔

Representing formal competency
questions

3

Stating data dictionary of
experimental terms

⇔

Representing ontology
terminology and axioms

4

Answering queries

⇔

Deducing answers to formal
competency questions

⇔ denotes translation between knowledge about an enterprise and how that
knowledge is represented using an ontology

Table 1. Steps for Using an Advisor for Demonstrating Competency
We now provide the actual process in which each of the steps in Table 1 manifests in the
ontology by identifying parts of the motivating scenario that correspond to the ontology
predicates. This can be demonstrated computationally using the ISO 9000 Quality Advisor (Kim
& Fox, 2002), a tool for evaluating ISO 9000 compliance of an enterprise modeled using
ontologies. Evaluation entails answering questions about an enterprise’s inspection and
measurement system, so it can be used for enterprise analysis, as well as for assessing the
competency of the measurement ontology.
#1

Stating facts about the process

⇔ Representing populated model

Emerging

“collections are fluorescently labeled”

⇔

holds(activity(process_fl_label),
sw_actual)

Traditiona
l

“There are many activities…” from
Motivating Scenario

⇔

holds(activity(process_wp_hcpf_260_1),sv_
actual).
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Representing formal
competency questions

#2

Stating queries for analyzing process

⇔

emerging

“Is this an activity in which a specific gene is
determined to be under-expressed?”

⇔ holds(inspect_and_test(α),σ).

traditional

“Is this an activity in which products are determined
to be non-prime?”

⇔ holds(inspect_and_test(α),σ).

#3

Stating data dictionary of actual
process’s terms

emerging

“An activity where a gene is determined to
holds(measure(inspect_and_test_exp_ge
be unexpressed is an inspect and test activity
⇔
ne1), sv_actual)
according to the TOVE Measurement
Ontology”

traditional

“An activity where products are determined
to be non-prime is an inspect and test
activity according to the TOVE
Measurement Ontology.”

⇔

holds(measure(inspect_and_test_wp_hcpf_1),
sv_actual).

#4

Answering queries

⇔

Deducing answers to formal
competency questions

emerging

“The inspections are done through an
activity which measures the average light
intensity for a specific cell using a light
sensor”

⇔ holds(inspect_and_test(Cij), s)

traditional

“The inspections are done through an
activity which measures the average coil
length using a sensor.”

⇔ holds(inspect_and_test(A),s) ≡ …

⇔

Representing ontology
terminology and axioms

A complete demonstration of competency using all of the components of the ontology is beyond
the scope of this paper because of length restrictions. A full demonstration is shown in (Kim,
1999), which also includes a demonstration of generalizability of the measurement ontology.

COMMENTARY ON GENERALIZABILITY
In our full demonstration of generalizability (Kim, 1999), we show that the measurement
ontology’s representations could be used to perform similar tasks as a related application.
Specifically it is shown that parts of SAP’s quality control management model (SAP-AG, 1995)
could be reasonably “reduced” or represented using only ontology representations. The
implication then is that a query answerable using the SAP™ data model is answerable as a
competency question posed and answered using the ontology. That is, the ontology is as
“competent” as SAP™ with respect to the reduced set of competency questions.
Whereas that demonstration provides evidence of intra-domain, inter-application (using different
models [or ontologies] in a similar domain) generalizability of the ontology, what we have
shown in the above table provides evidence of inter-domain, intra-application (using same model
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[ontology] for different domains) generalizability. That is, we show that same set of general
measurement representations can be used to pose and answer competency questions from two
different domains.
We cannot claim that the measurement ontology can be a “plug-and-play” ontology for all other
domains. Rather, we can claim that the ontology’s representations can be used to define terms
and express axioms for more domain-specific ontologies. The basis of this claim is the core of
the methodology used: Competency questions. If informal competency questions associated with
a specific domain can be reasonably posed as formal competency questions represented using
measurement ontology representations, we can make an inductive argument that the
measurement ontology is generalizable to that domain. To that end, we show below how the
informal competency questions from measuring the Quality of Service (QoS) of Web services
and agriculture (tracking cattle) domains relate to the informal competency questions that
motivated this ontology. It is evident then that the measurement ontology can serve as a very reusable, generalizable basis to develop more committed ontologies of highly diverse fields, from
measuring QoS to tracking cattle.
Manufacturing (Basis for
Measurement Ontology)

Measuring QoS for Web services

Tracking cattle via RFID

ICQ-2: What is the
physical characteristic
that is measured?

What is the QoS metric that is measured?
Answer could be mean response time, and
facts could be represented using the
ontology as
has_attribute(message121,response_time)
measured_attribute(mean_response_time)
Is the response time for every message
measured? Answer would be yes and
represented as
Has_sample_sizing(mean_response_time,s
ample_population) to signify that the
population is sampled—i.e. response times
for all packets that comprise a message are
calculated. If only some packets were
sampled then this would be represented as
has_sample_sizing(mean_response_time,sa
mple).
Are the response times for a message
averaged? Answer is yes, since the mean
response time for a message is the average
of the response times of all packets that
comprise that message. This would be
represented as
samples_attribute(mean_response_time,res
ponse_time) and
has_sampling_plan(mean_response_time,at
tribute_sampling).

Which data about beef quality need to be
collected? Answers could be fat
thickness, and facts could be represented
using the ontology as
has_attribute(cowcarcass1871,fat_thickne
ss)
Is every carcass measured? Answer
would be yes and represented as
has_sample_sizing(fat_thickness,unit_sa
mple) to signify that each unit is sampled

ICQ-3: Is every entity
that is produced
measured?

ICQ-5: If a sample is
taken and measured, is
the value for the
measurement some
aggregate (e.g. average)
of the measurement upon
individual units of that
sample?

Is the mean fat thickness of each carcass
from a lot averaged? Answer is no, since
fat thickness is tracked individually and
not associated with the lots that identify
the herd of origin

CONCLUDING REMARKS
There is clearly a need for an ontology that represents both the obvious and more subtle
fundamental concepts in measurement. This is certainly true in emerging domains like
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bioinformatics where quality plays such a vital and critical role in discovery. A measurement
ontology is particularly useful for builders of semantic Web ontologies of emerging domains
because of the importance of measurement in these domains, which are firmly grounded in the
physical sciences. The measurement concepts represented in this paper are summarized below:
•

•

A system for assessing measurements includes the appropriate measured attribute, as well as
its standard value (μ), sampling plan and size, specification set of “acceptable values” of
f(μ,σ2), and unit of measurement. Measurements of attributes are recorded as measurement
points in time that are assigned a value as a result of some measurement activity. These
representations are the basic ones necessary to model any form of measurement.
Quality can be represented as some composition of conformance points, which are
“conforming” measurement points with respect to some quality requirement. Representing
quality requirements, measurement points, and conformance points makes it possible to
model and assess any entity within an enterprise as of conforming quality.

These concepts are formally represented by: Posing competency questions, analyzing the domain
of measurement, stating assumptions, and developing terminology and axioms. Then, the
competency of the ontology and its capability for use to gain insights about an enterprise are
demonstrated by automatically deducing answers to questions such as:
•
•

Quality Assessment System Competency Questions: What is the standard value for a given
measured attribute of an entity? What is its specification set? How is the measured attribute
sampled?
Measurement and Conformance Points Competency Questions: What is the measurement
point for a measured attribute? Is it a conformance point? Over a period of time, is an entity
of conforming quality?

Measurement theory is more than just measurement unit conversions and quantities. The root of
our contribution is that we present an ontology that represents more concepts than other
ontologies. This general ontology is then a useful reference regardless of whether it serves as a
building block for traditional or emerging domains, or for the semantic Web or closed networks.
With such an ontology in tow, developers of semantic Web ontologies of emerging domains as
diverse as biology and geography have a reference for ensuring that important and subtle
measurement concepts are diligently represented in their ontologies and not ignored.
The clear future direction for this work is to: 1) transform this ontology so that its
representations are more general, and that ontological commitment made towards enterprise
applications is further abstracted out; 2) develop separate domain specific ontologies of
emerging domains that actually define and constrain their terms using the general ontology
developed in 1) (as opposed to the realistic use of this ontology, which is to serve as inspiration
and reference); and 3) implement both the general and the domain specific ontologies in the de
facto ontology language of the semantic Web, OWL.
Overall we believe that we have inspired builders of emerging domain ontologies to incorporate
important common-sense of their domains—that of obvious and subtle measurement concepts—
in their ontologies, so that their ontologies will be more robust and sharable for functioning on
the semantic Web.
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